MAJURA PRIMARY SCHOOL
YEAR TWO

TERM TWO OVERVIEW 2019
WELCOME
Welcome to term two! The Green Corridor is called
‘Ngunnawal Life’ in tribute to the original custodians
of the land where our school stands.

ENGLISH
- Formal reading groups will continue this term. These
groups will continue to cater for individual student
ability and focus on building and improving important
literacy skills. We welcome parent helpers on
Tuesdays to Fridays.
- In writing sessions, we will focus on the genre of
narrative. This involves reading and writing personal
narratives, events and stories. We will also work on
editing our work and expanding sentences. We will be
looking at a range of narratives in our inquiry units.
- Explicit handwriting lessons will focus on correct
pencil grip, letter formation, size of letters and spacing
of words.
- Spelling is incorporated in all aspects of the
curriculum with explicit teaching of letters and
sounds.
INQUIRY
In term two and three we will be exploring the
concept of ‘Change’. The focus for our term two
inquiry unit is ‘The Past in the Present’.
We will be investigating how and why the lives of
people have changed over time while others have
remained the same. Students will be comparing
objects and places from the past and present and
posing questions about these. We will consider how
science has impacted our daily lives from the past to
the present. Students will develop narratives about
the past and communicate findings in a range of texts
using language to describe direction, location and the
passing of time. We will visit the Hall School House
Museum in week five.

MONDAY

SPECIALISTS
Music: In music year two shall demonstrate their aural
skills by learning to stay in tune and keep in time. They
will continue their development in music literacy.
Drama: Year two students will make and present
drama by exploring a story book about journeys and
bringing it to life using role, character, movement,
improvisation and situation. Students will identify
some elements in drama and describe where, why and
what happens in drama.
MATHEMATICS
In term two we will continue to develop mathematical
skills through everyday life experiences. Maths will be
hands on and interactive to support learning and
ongoing consolidation of concepts.
This term our focus areas in mathematics will be: time
(telling time to quarter past and quarter to), fractions
(1/2, 1/4, 1/8), addition and subtraction and
transformations of shapes or objects (flip, slide, turn).
PE AND HEALTH
In PE and health we will focus on developing our
Fundamental Movement Skills and will also be
identifying how we can be active and how our bodies
react to different physical activities. This term we will
be looking at Growth Mindsets and looking at ways to
positively interact with other
FRIENDLY SCHOOLS PLUS
This term our focus is on self-awareness. We will be
exploring Growth Mindsets and will also be looking at
ways to positively interact with each other.

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY
Bulburai & Gamburra

Burugun

Kanbi
Kanbi

Music
Drama
Release
Library

YEAR TWO TEACHERS
- Burugun (echidnas) Emma Sculthorpe & Ali Dunn
- Bulburai (thunderstorm) Katarina Azdajic
- Gamburra (flowers) Beth Lessard
- Kanbi (fire) Thembi Compton

THURSDAY
Kanbi & Burugun
Kanbi, Burugun,
Gamburra & Bulburai
Gamburra & Bulburai

FRIDAY

Bulburai, Burugun &
Gamburra

